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New-age platforms are the building blocks of digital transformation for any organization. 
Organizations are bringing seamless touchpoints for customers to create uniform brand experience 
across multiple channels of communication.

In order to do so, organizations are building new platforms and the other major part of focus is to 
re-architect legacy platforms to support their scaling needs in digital times and make existing 
systems robust enough to create a sustainable differentiation with new-age platforms to roll-out 
digital products and services. These platforms represent a tremendous opportunity for building 
innovative and sustainable modern systems while carrying the legacy platforms forward.  

As per a study, over the next five years Platform Modernization Services market will grow at 16.3% CAGR in 
terms of revenue, the global market size will reach US$ 25600 million by 2024, from US$ 10400 million in 2019.
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In Digital Times, Platform 
Re-architecture is a Big and Bold Move

The quality, agility, scalability, 
and longevity of these 
platforms are largely 
determined by their 
architecture, and so as the 
business profitability. 



Initiating a legacy re-architecture program requires change on an 
enterprise level. It requires bold and specific plan to go with a 
high-speed improvement approach, break down functional silos, adopt 
technologies, build partners and networks to disrupt the legacy 
platforms. 

At Qentelli, we believe the right strategy is to revitalize legacy platforms 
to adopt faster incrementalism with a step-by-step approach to 
support scaling needs of digital business processes. 
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What does it take for organizations 
to initiate Platform Re-architecture 

Program? 



Legacy Modernization – A Phased Approach
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Gather systems knowledge on 
AS IS application flow and 
architecture with help of 
existing documentation and 
technical SME discussion.

Perform static code analysis 
using tools and generated 
required reports.

Identify existing tools such as 
SCM, Printer, Communication 
tools etc. in existing system.

Identify Upstream/downstream 
application and 
communication models.

Identify interface related 
modules and inventory 
objects.

Current State 
Analysis

Gather knowledge on overall 
application functionality, 
existing clients, modules etc. 
with help of existing 
documentation and business 
SME discussion.

Prioritize function/modules and 
client to be migrated first.

Functionally decouple 
application inventory.

Value chain 
understanding

Identify Type of Inventory 
Components, Customs 
commands etc.

Identify compatibility with 
infinite platform.

Define solution approach and 
estimation for unsupported 
components along with 
Integration with infinite 
platform.

Compability 
Analysis

Define target infrastructure 
with architect group and 
infrastructure team. 
(Cloud(AWS/AZURE) or on 
premise).

Execute Infrastructure 
compatibility analysis.

Define and finalize Rehosting 
Approuch, finalize conceptual 
Target State and Estimation.

Workaround approach to 
enable peripherals like code 
sync, emailing, scheduler, 
printer, Java calls, customs 
commands etc.

Define Incremental Rehosting 
Approach Factory Setup.

Finalize
Roadmap & 
Estimation

Define Testing Approach (all 
type of testing) and Relevant 
tools.

Final presentation of the 
Deliverables

Finalize the scope of POC and 
prepare POC execution plan.

Define POC success criteria key 
NFRs and deliverables.

Detailed POC activities and 
technology landscape.

POC

Execute POC to prove Qentelli
solution for high risk
components and categories.

Finalize End state license 
configuration and 
infrastructure capacity with 
budgetary hardware 
requirements.

Refine Application and tool 
Mapping for target 
environment.

Refine implementation 
schedule and dependencies.

Refine estimates and resource 
planning for implementation.



Legacy systems are not always defined by their age.
These systems can be defined by the challenges they present in 
terms of business scalability and modernization.

As per the definition by TechTarget, a legacy platform is a software program that is outdated or 
obsolete. Although a legacy platform still works, it may be unstable because of compatibility issues 
with current operating systems (OSes), browsers and information technology (IT) infrastructures. 
Most enterprises use legacy platforms as they continue to serve critical business needs.

Across organizations, achieving legacy systems re-architecture is a tall-order transformation. Many 
businesses have evolved over the years, instead of re-architecting their legacy systems they did 
immediate patch work to keep them up and running, resulting into poorly integrated platforms and 
systems, posing modernization challenges. Legacy systems are not just the ones written in old 
programming languages or hosted in-premises or bulky IT systems, but any systems that prevent 
organizations from adopting new technologies or processes for better customer experience and 
innovation are legacy systems. 
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What are 
legacy systems?
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Legacy systems based on their functionalities & characteristics

Outdated systems, no longer in use or probably 
vendors stopped support for maintenance and 
upgrades. Usage of mainframes in Banking and 
Financial institutions is a perfect example of how 
businesses get dependent on legacy systems for 
crucial business functions.

Challenges associated with the legacy systems are lack of proper documentation, lack of technical skills, integration challenges, significant 
modernization costs and duration, and rising innovation gap.

Legacy systems built to accommodate key business needs cannot adapt to modern age customer experience, IoT, Virtual and augmented reality 
technologies making them a challenge.

A small update in legacy systems result in conflicts across the whole and other dependent systems.

Systems built hurriedly to satiate immediate 
requirements. These platforms have limited 
integration and scalable flexibility. In supply-chain 
heavy industries, old POS systems designed and 
used by retailers are examples of such legacy 
platforms. 

Legacy systems with complex code and monolithic 
architecture with limited scope of introducing new 
features. Long-established businesses with early IT 
initiatives have such platforms with old and 
complex architecture. It is difficult to understand 
cause and effect of code-changes and add new 
features to the existing platform. 

OUTDATED AND EXPENSIVE TO MAINTAIN 
PLATFORMS

HURRIEDLY AND NON-INTEGRABLE 
PLATFORMS 

MONOLITHIC PLATFORMS



Market forces such as Consumerism, Hyper-personalization, Digitization, Social-Mobile-Analytics-Cloud (AKA the SMAC stack) demand changes in organizations 
across all processes. Legacy systems cannot support the accelerating pace of business world change. As we talk about changing business nature, we see three 
strong reasons for organizations to drive their modernization initiatives.

World is moving in SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) Direction With the rise of subscription-based business models and next-generation technologies, 
customers expect organizations to provide everything “As-a-service” model. We have witnessed successful SaaS transition of industries like Media, 
Transport, Travel to “As-a-service” models but a lot of organizations are still fighting legacy battle. 

Constant erosion in Platform Performance Organizations have globally distributed teams working on a single platform without consistent oversight 
across all teams and operations. It is not possible for legacy systems to keep up to the performance required for such large teams and organizations. 

Integration-First Mode is the Matter of fact In modern times, it is not possible to dwell in the technology ecosystem alone. This requires organizations 
to develop a platform with high-end integration possibilities. With the rise of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Smart Machines, and the Internet of 
Things (IoT), legacy tech stack is required to exchange data with these systems. 
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Why the need
for Modernization?
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Organizations want to re-architect their legacy systems to support their new Digital business models. Most of them stumble at 
the how part of re-architecting legacy systems. Why? 

Retrofitting solutions Migrating existing legacy platforms or re-architecting them is not an instantaneous process, as it depends on various 
organizational factors. Retrofitting legacy platforms with new technologies is an alternative to re-architecting new platforms with low cost and medium 
agility. 

Co-existence of modern and legacy systems Organizations with large footprints of legacy systems cannot modernize whole systems at one-go. The 
phased approach of modernization works for them. As they are building agility into the system, there will be a need for modern and existing systems to 
coexist temporarily with a flawless handshake. 

Re-architecting the platform ground-up As the legacy and modern platforms coexist, organizations build communication with the legacy platforms 
using APIs. A legacy platform can continue to exist with functionality enhancements while new platform is built. Organizations maintain legacy systems 
with limited enhancements as they cannot be improved further, slowly retiring and succeeded by a new and modern platform. 

The evolving notion of modernizing legacy platforms has given rise to different approaches like Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), Microlithic 
architectures evolving into basic and advanced levels. Understanding the modern challenges of moving from aging, legacy platforms to avant-garde, 
new age platforms. While these different approaches moved the ball forward for organizations, they presented questionable challenges in migration 
and modernizations scenarios.

Because, the process is more involved than just replacing entire technology stack at one go. It’s not just selecting new technology or selecting new cloud partner; 
organizations need to think about things like the application maturity, integration, scaling, and testing, deployments and rollbacks. Also, post-launch organizations 
need to think about deploying and on-boarding new customers on their platform. 

There are several paths to achieve this with different and varied starting points. Broadly put, organizations push past three intermediary states on the journey to 
reach digitally compatible level of modernization.  

All-in to kickstart and Re-architect legacy 
portfolio
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Microlithic Lightly coupled, one-large deployment, feature 
flexibility.

Microlithic Standard Loosely coupled architecture, less 
complex in nature, written in new programming 
language, Cloud-agnostic. 

Microservices Basic Less – Interdependent 
architecture, simplified deployments and rollbacks, 
automation receptive.

Microservices Advanced Technology agnostics, 
feature independent, simplified deployments and 
rollbacks, automation receptive, faster time to markets.

Monolithic Systems Tightly coupled architecture, Highly 
complex in nature, Written in old programming 
languages, Built on old technology stack and hosted 
on-premises.

Levels of Modernization( in terms of Architecture)
L0
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7
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How legacy platforms from their Monolithic L0 state (tightly coupled, one large deployment, built with outdated languages, tough to scale as per 
business requirements) reaches to Microservices L4 state (very loosely coupled, built on latest technologies, easy integrations and easy to scale



How we Achieved L5 level of modernization?
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We have seen organizations taking years to achieve L5 level of modernization from the legacy 
state. While they celebrate their L5 modernization achievements, goalposts shift or technologies 
evolve, or at the worst, competitors outclass them. A successful modernization strategy extends 
beyond the technology levels. During the implementation process, the organization should track 
the progress of its modernization plans, looking at the immediate business objectives and 
corresponding alignment of legacy modernization scheme. 

It takes years for businesses to achieve this transformation.  At Qentelli, we have made this possible 
for one of our leading clients by turning around their legacy platform into a high-end, modular and 
container-based platform. 

Legacy platform re-architected to integrate modern platforms and 
technologies and prepared them to compete with other products 
operating in same industry. 

New Capabilities: Their new platform has improved interoperability to partner with new 
technologies, platforms, and code. Interoperability is one of the crucial features 
in API first world today. 

Enhanced Compatibility: 

We built a new platform to support private and public cloud. 

Cloud -Ready: Helps enhance process efficiency and improve the value chain.

Improved Efficiencies: 

New and integrated cybersecurity solutions.

Security Integration: Introduces modern programming principles to help further enhance 
development efficiencies and promote a collaborative development 
environment.

DevOps Enhancements: 

What we Achieved



Inherently Modified Platform Principles (IMPP)
Moving organizations move from legacy systems to modernized platforms will lead to point of no return, meaning, there’s no going back to the start state. This 
means they are changing the inherent characteristics of the platform to make it future-ready and to support future platform scaling needs by modularizing the 
core capabilities. 

Cloud Migration is an extensively used principle to change the 
inherent portability of any legacy system. Migrating legacy 
applications to cloud brings expected portability, flexibility and 
scalability for businesses. Organizations are creating value using 
cloud by controlling operating costs and building IT environments 
capable of handling modern platforms. 

Mobile web based platforms legacy systems, mobile web-based 
platforms provide high accessibility and availability. Cross browser 
mobile web applications will provide enormous empowerment to the 
workforce to take quicker actions in the organizational workflow. 

Master data management(MDM) approaches modernization with 
an intent to provide clean, consumable and interoperable data 
across applications and platforms. Data forms the foundation of 
any platform (legacy or modern) thus, modernization cannot 
happen if new platform exist in cloud in silos, without 
communicating with data across the enterprise. MDM provides 
integration capabilities for establishing rapid and efficient 
communication across in-house data and outside devices such as 
Mobile, IoT, sensors, etc. This change inherent capabilities of legacy 
systems and converts them into better collaborators with new 
technologies and platforms. 

Container enabled Infrastructure Virtual machines worked for legacy systems, but modern applications need modern infrastructure capabilities. 
Containerization enables application modernization by bundling application and its related components like files, databases and other 
dependencies in one container to run across different environments. Containers, therefore, bring the agility, portability, and speed by packaging the 
application dependencies within the container layer, scoring over traditional VMs for modernized applications. 

UIUX Transformation For digital businesses, platforms are face of the 
business. As businesses aspire to become more digital, customers 
desire for better end-to-end experience, flawless designs, 
hyper-personalization, and convenience of shifting from device to 
device. 

It provides modern and easy user interface and space for brand 
interaction. The value of design has shifted from perspective to 
metrics like customer satisfaction score, click rates, click to 
interaction and churn rate. This makes platform performance 
Measurable–a characteristic of modern platform. 
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Inherently modified platform principles are processes that change native capabilities of legacy platforms for better scalability, 
performance, agility, flexibility, quicker deployments and rollbacks and user-experience. There are five ways for changing intrinsic legacy 

features. Organizations can pick either one or combination of them for moving from legacy to feature-rich modern platforms. 



Software has become a key differentiator in almost all businesses. This puts question on continuing with legacy and complex platforms requiring more time to 
implement changes and more resources with niche and outdated skills to develop. The current customer landscape requires new changes and modifications every 
day, adding multiple layers of testing and development. This makes it challenging for companies operating with legacy systems to respond to new user 
requirements, regulatory changes, or new opportunities presented by legacy technologies. 

As a first line of defence, we see re-architecture approach as best suited against legacy challenges. We work with our clients to assess legacy platforms and 
determine the best-suited modernization approach with alterations around IMPP. We define future-state architecture that define modernization initiative to support 
growing business requirements, IT infrastructure and costs, and build new and scalable platforms as a groundwork for innovation. 

From here, you’re having a fair idea of your legacy modernization and required approaches. We can help you take small, low-risk steps to re-architect legacy 
platforms after assessing your business and legacy systems involved.  Get in touch with us to start your modernization initiative. 
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Carrying the legacy 
forward: Re-architected 

for success 
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Qentelli, a technology company based out of Dallas, TX accelerates digital transformation and cloud 
transformation journeys through implementation of DevOps, Automation, Agile transformation, AI and Deep 
learning. Qentelli summarizes its offerings for clients in one line as–Enabling Business Transformation through 
Digital Transformation. Qentelli is providing end-to-end services in the areas of Application Development and 
Delivery by applying core engineering principles. Forrester recently recognized Qentelli’s efforts at using AI and ML 
in augmenting human testers. 

United States - Dallas, TX Canada - Toronto, ON India - Hyderabad, TS


